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What to take on a Tallship voyage to Antarctica? Warm clothes, obviously, but as an inspiration,

Basho makes a wonderful travelling companion.For any traveller, trying to record the events

and impressions of each day in the stripped down Haiku form can capture things pictures

cannot. The words can elaborate images, fix memories and help to share special places.The

book records records the Author's journey to Antarctica aboard the sail training ship Europa,

with Haiku, words and photos.

About the AuthorJonathan Kellerman is the #1 New York Times bestselling author of more than

forty crime novels, including the Alex Delaware series, The Butcher's Theater, Billy

Straight, The Conspiracy Club, Twisted, True Detectives, and The Murderer's Daughter. With

his wife, bestselling novelist Faye Kellerman, he co-authored Double Homicide and Capital

Crimes. With his son, bestselling novelist Jesse Kellerman, he co-authored A Measure of

Darkness, Crime Scene, The Golem of Hollywood, and The Golem of Paris. He is also the

author of two children's books and numerous nonfiction works, including Savage Spawn:

Reflections on Violent Children and With Strings Attached: The Art and Beauty of Vintage

Guitars. He has won the Goldwyn, Edgar, and Anthony awards and the Lifetime Achievement

Award from the American Psychological Association, and has been nominated for a Shamus

Award. Jonathan and Faye Kellerman live in California and New Mexico. --This text refers to an

out of print or unavailable edition of this title.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights

reserved.When it comes to murder, nighttime’s the right time. So when Milo calls me, I often

find myself driving to crime scenes on dark L.A. streets.This time, the phone rang just after

nine a.m. Lovely Sunday in May. Robin and I and Blanche, our little French bulldog, had taken a

leisurely two-mile walk followed by a pancake breakfast.Robin was washing, I was drying,

Blanche’s sausage body was prone on the kitchen floor as she snored and let out periodic

dream squeaks. My phone, on vibrate, bounced on the kitchen counter. Milo’s number on the

screen.I said, “What’s up, Big Guy?”Detective II Moses Reed said, “Actually it’s me, Doc. He

asked me to phone you.”“Busy, huh?”“We’re all busy. This is utterly horrible.”Reed’s a terse

young man; it takes a lot to get him using adverbs.I sat down and listened as he explained,

images tumbling into my brain. Robin turned from the sink, pretty eyebrows arching. I shook my

head and mouthed Sorry, and said, “Where, Moe?”“Private road called Ascot Lane, off

Benedict Canyon. Easy to miss, kind of like your street, but this one’s more like a big driveway,

only goes to one house.”He sighed. “Half mile north of the Beverly Hills border.” But for a

couple thousand feet, someone else’s problem. I said, “Give me half an hour.”“Whenever you

get here, Doc. No one’s leaving for a while.”In the movies when detectives encounter terrible

things they frequently banter and tell tasteless jokes. That may be because screenwriters or

the people who pay them are emotionally shallow. Or the scribes haven’t taken the time to

hang out with real detectives.I’ve found that the men and women who work homicide tend to be

thoughtful, analytic, and sensitive. Despite a certain gruffness, that certainly applies to Milo.My

best friend has closed over three hundred fifty murders and he’s never lost his empathy or his

sense of outrage. Notifying families still rips at him. He eats too much, sleeps poorly, and often

neglects himself while working two, three days in a row.Once you stop caring, you’re

useless.Milo leads by example so the same approach is taken by the three younger D’s who

work with him when he can pry them away from other assignments.When he can’t, it’s just him.



And sometimes me. Rules are often bent. Milo was a gay soldier when gay soldiers didn’t exist,

a gay cop when LAPD was still raiding gay bars. Things have changed but he continues to

disdain stupid regulations and often overlooks social niceties in a paramilitary organization that

prizes conformity.Murder solve rates have dropped but his rate remains the highest in the

department so the brass looks the other way.This morning the sense of anxious gloom I’ve

seen so many times at murders—stiff posture, tight faces, sharp but defeated eyes—extended

to the two halfback-sized uniformed officers blocking the entrance to Ascot Lane from Benedict

Canyon.They’d been given my personal info and the Seville’s tags but checked my I.D. anyway,

before the bigger one said, “Go on in, Doctor,” in a defeated voice.To get to them, I’d nosed

past half a dozen journalists stationed on Benedict as they tried to rush the Seville before

being shooed by another pair of cops.Different emotional climate for members of the press: a

heightened energy bordering on ebullience. Misfortune is the mother’s milk of journalism but

with the exception of war correspondents, those who suckle the teats of tragedy are rarely

forced to confront evil directly.I’d kept the Seville’s windows open and as I climbed the road, a

bee-swarm of words followed me.“Who’s he?”“Vintage Caddy?”“Are you the owner?”“Sir! Sir!

Do you rent out your house for parties? How much do you get? In view of this, was it worth it?

He the owner, Officers? Yes? No? Aw, c’mon, the public has a right to know—if he’s not the

owner, how come he gets in?”If I’d said anything it would’ve been, “I get in because it’s bad and

strange.” I drove through a wrought-iron gate propped open by two bricks and began to climb.

Halfway up, another cop waved me on. The road ended at a flat acre or so of brown dirt

crowded with vehicles. Four white coroner’s vans, a scarlet fire department ambulance, half a

dozen patrol cars, two blue-and-white Scientific Division vans, a bronze Chevy Impala I knew

to be Milo’s unmarked, two black Ford LTDs, and a gray Mustang. I wondered who’d scored the

sports car.Like a lot attendant at a county fair, a fourth uniform waved me to the far-right end of

the dirt. When I got out, she said, “Walk around there, Dr. Delaware,” and tried to smile but

failed.I said, “Tough scene.”“You have no idea.”The path she’d designated took me along the

right side of the massive house that fronted the expanse of soil. A semicircular drive of cracked

brick girded the house. What you’d expect to see at a grand English manor, which was what

this pile of faux-stone was striving to be.Strange-looking place, thirty-plus feet high, graceless

and blocky with a double-width entry fronted by curvaceous gold-painted iron over glass.But for

the lack of gardens and a pair of strange turret-like projections erupting from either end of the

pretend-slate roof, one of those country homes featured on genteel PBS dramas. The kind of

place where plummy-voiced tweedy people gather to natter, get soused on mah-tinis, and labor

to make their way through all seven deadly sins.Long walk to the back. At the end of my trek, I

reached crime scene tape stretched across the drive. No one guarding the tape. I ducked

under.Given the dimensions of the frontage and the house, the rear of the property was

surprisingly skimpy, much of it taken up by an empty Olympic-sized pool and a massive domed

pavilion set up with cheap-looking outdoor furniture. At the far end, a wall of pines constricted

the space further.Another uniformed duo saw me and approached. Recheck of my I.D.“Past the

pool, Doctor.”Needless direction; on the far-left side of the property was a crime scene tent big

enough for a circus.I headed for the main event.The tent’s floodlit interior smelled of people.

Lots of them, suited and gloved and masked, worked silently but for the rasp and clop of

equipment cases being opened and shut and the snick-snick of cameras.Everyone knowing

their role, like a colony of ants swarming a giant larva.The object of all the attention was as

white and fat as a larva. A stretch Lincoln Town Car, its blunt snout pointed toward the house.

Oversized red-wall tires, chrome reversed hubcaps, a strip of LED lighting running just under

the roofline.Party wagon.The doors I could see were wide open but the interior was blocked by



squatting techs.Four heads rose above the roof on the other side of the car.To the far right was

Moe Reed, ruddy, baby-faced, blond, unreasonably muscled. Next to him stood a taller,

freckled young man with a red spiky do: Sean Binchy. Leftmost was a handsome, ponytailed

woman of forty with knife-edged features and piercing dark eyes aimed at the forensics

symphony. Alicia Bogomil had tinted the ends of her hair platinum blond. Feeling secure in her

new position as Detective I.To the left of the three was the tallest man.Bulky, slope-shouldered,

full-faced and jowly, with pallid skin ravaged by youthful acne, a high-bridged nose, and a

curiously sensitive mouth that tended to purse. His hair was coal black except where white had

seeped from temple to sideburn. What Lieutenant Milo Bernard Sturgis calls his skunk

stripes.He saw me and walked around the limo. Brown suit, brown shirt, limp black tie, gray

desert boots. The only splash of color, conspicuously green eyes brighter than the morning.We

go way back but this wasn’t the time and place for a handshake. I said, “Hey.”He said, “Big

production, huh? First responders got here at six twenty-seven, fourteen minutes after the 911

call. Place is vacant, used as a party house, most recent party was a rave-type deal that

started eleven p.m. Friday night and stretched to Saturday around three. The cleaning service

didn’t send a guy until this morning and that’s who found it. He says he phoned it in right away.

After throwing up. He’s in the FD van, getting looked at. Said his chest and tummy hurt. Addict

with a long sheet, so who knows what’s going on.”“He interests you?”“Not as the main offender

but I wanna have a chat with him once he’s cleared by the EMTs.”I said, “Criminals clean up

rich people’s houses.”“Apparently. This prince calls himself Eno, full name’s Enos Verdell

Walters. For the most part, his pedigree’s not violent. Weed, meth, crack, and all the crap that

finances weed, meth, and crack: shoplifting, theft, forgery, fraud. But there was a knife ADW a

while back, he cut some guy up pretty viciously.”“You researched him right away.”“Nothing else

to do while the science majors do their thing.” --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable

edition of this title.
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Antarctica– Travels with BashoTallship sailing with Haiku in my bagGeoff SaundersAlso by

Geoff SaundersReports from Coastal StationsThe Quest for Black Jake’s TreasureFor my

travelling companionsContentsMapsPreparing an AdventureTo the End of the WorldAcross the

Drake PassageInto the Icy WorldDeception IslandTowards the ContinentFurthest SouthBack to

the Rest of the WorldAcknowledgementsMapsPreparing an Adventure“Record of a Travel-

Worn Satchel” the Japanese poet and Zen master Basho called his work, surely a title to

inspire any traveller. In it he recorded his travels through Japan with his companions, mixing

prose and haiku in one volume. There are many translations of his poetry, a difficult task since

Japanese, written as characters, carries resonances that the equivalent English words do

not. Perhaps his most famous haiku, often called The Frog Haiku, has been translated by as

follows;There are many other translations.The poem invites the reader to imagine a still pond,

perhaps at an abandoned monastery, maybe where a monk is meditating, shaded from the

afternoon heat. His reverie is disturbed, or perhaps better to say he is alerted to the real world,

by a gentle ‘plop’ as a frog, or frogs jump from the side into the cooling water, and ripples

spread slowly across the surface. Food for thought.As well as the seventeen syllables, in three

lines five, seven, five, haiku have distinct characteristics, for example a focus on nature and

use of a "seasonal word" such as "snow" which alludes to the time of year. There should be a

division somewhere in the poem, focusing first on one thing, then on another. The relationship

between these two parts may be surprising, thought provoking. And the language alludes to

emotion, rather than describing it. If the sight of a winter sky made the poet feel sad, reference

to the sky may evoke a similar feeling in the reader. Translations rarely keep the physical

structure, but strive to convey the sense engendered by the Japanese original, but then I

wonder how translations from English to Japanese would work.My lady love, Virginia, and I

began to try this idea ourselves some years ago, and found the attempt to capture an

experience, or a reflection, in the required seventeen syllables, prompted intense exploration of

our own feelings. For a traveller, recording the few words each day captures things pictures

cannot, elaborates on images, fixes memories. Travelling together, we sometimes share the

writing process, much as Basho did with his companions, so sharing both the journey and its

record.Where our travels separate us, sharing haiku written while apart has become something

of a ritual of reunion. We have found the form can work at different levels, for instance words of

special personal significance can be included, giving nuanced meaning to different readers.

But it can also be light-hearted and humorous or a mixture.When I packed up my own travel-

worn satchel for a trip to Antarctica, without Virginia, aboard the Dutch sail training ship

Europa, I was determined to record the experience as haiku. I would be travelling alone, hoping

to bring back more than just snaps to share at home.
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